**Title:** TILING PRODUCTION OF PACKAGING MATERIALS

**Abstract:** Embodiments described herein generally relate to dynamically assigning product groups to production machines using production groups and producing product groups at a specified ratio using production groups. In one scenario, a computer system dynamically assigns a production entity to a product group based on properties for that production entity. The production entity is to be produced using a production machine. The computer system then dynamically assigns each product group to a production group, where each production group includes production machines that are available to produce production entities for product groups that belong to the assigned production group. The computer system also indicates that a production entity is to be produced using the production machines in the dynamically assigned production group.
TILING PRODUCTION OF PACKAGING MATERIALS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to and the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 61/754,462, entitled "Tiling Production of Packaging Materials", filed on January 18, 2013, which application is incorporated by reference in its entirety herein.

BACKGROUND

1. Background and Relevant Art

[0002] With the increasing availability of merchandise, products, and other items not only locally, but also through a global market, the needs to properly package such materials for shipment and delivery have never been more important. Fortunately, available packaging systems can now be used to produce virtually any style of product packaging from packaging materials such as corrugated cardboard.

[0003] Typically, users desire packaging that fits the contained product as precisely as possible. With a more snug fit, the contained item or product not only is less likely to be damaged, but the need for inner packaging is also reduced and possibly eliminated. In particular, when packaging materials such as corrugated cardboard are used to create a box or other packaging design, the materials are creased and folded as near to a right angle possible. Creasing and folding at right angles increases strength characteristics of the packaging materials (essentially exponentially), thereby giving a resulting box a correspondingly increased resistance to damage when stacked.

[0004] Many different styles of boxes may be produced to satisfy specified dimensional constraints. Each of the different styles of boxes may have different advantages or disadvantages. For instance, some styles of boxes may be more aesthetically pleasing while others may provide greater protective features. Still other boxes styles may be more rapidly produced and/or assembled, while others may require less material for production, or less material for the assembly, closing, or other manipulation of the box template.
BRIEF SUMMARY

[0005] The present invention extends to methods, machines, systems, and computer program products for optimizing dynamically assigning product groups to production machines using production groups and producing product groups at a specified ratio using production groups.

[0006] In one embodiment, a computer system dynamically assigns at least one production entity to a product group based on various properties for that production entity. The production entity is to be produced using a production machine. The computer system then dynamically assigns each product group to any of a variety of different production groups. Each production group includes any number of production machines that are available to produce production entities for product groups that belong to the assigned production group. The computer system also indicates that at least one production entity is to be produced using the production machines in the dynamically assigned production group.

[0007] In another embodiment, a computer system dynamically assigns at least one production entity to a product group based on properties for that production entity and dynamically assigns each product group to any of a variety of different production groups. Each production group includes production machines that are available to produce production entities for product groups that belong to the assigned production group. The production group further includes a mix level per product group indicating that production entities are to be produced by product group at a ratio specified in the production group's mix level for that product group. The computer system further indicates that at least one production entity is to be produced using the production machines in the dynamically assigned production group according to the ratio specified by the product group's mix level in that production group. The computer system may also determine that the specified ratio is not being met because a first product group is being produced at a higher rate than a second product group and, as a result, may increase the number of production entities produced for the second product group to realign the established ratio.

[0008] This summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified form that are further described below in the Detailed Description. This Summary is not intended to identify key features or essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in determining the scope of the claimed subject matter.
Additional features and advantages of the invention will be set forth in the description which follows, and in part will be obvious from the description, or may be learned by the practice of the invention. The features and advantages of the invention may be realized and obtained by means of the instruments and combinations particularly pointed out in the appended claims. These and other features of the present invention will become more fully apparent from the following description and appended claims, or may be learned by the practice of the invention as set forth hereinafter.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

In order to describe the manner in which the above-recited and other advantages and features of the invention can be obtained, a more particular description of the invention briefly described above will be rendered by reference to specific embodiments thereof which are illustrated in the appended drawings. Understanding that these drawings depict only typical embodiments of the invention and are not therefore to be considered to be limiting of its scope, the invention will be described and explained with additional specificity and detail through the use of the accompanying drawings in which:

- Figure 1 illustrates an example production architecture that facilitates optimizing production of packaging products.
- Figure 2 illustrates a flow chart of an example method for optimizing production of packaging products.
- Figure 3 illustrates an example packaging information table.
- Figure 4 illustrates an example user-interface for accepting packaging production information.
- Figure 5A illustrates an example packaging materials table.
- Figure 5B illustrates an example machine data table.
- Figure 6 illustrates a flow chart of an example method for selecting a design for a packaging product.
- Figure 7 illustrates an example user interface for presenting packaging designs.
- Figure 8 illustrates an example a production track configured to produce tiled templates within source production material.
[0020] Figure 9 illustrates a flow chart of an example method for tiling production for a pair of boxes.

[0021] Figure 10 illustrates an example computing environment in which various embodiments may be implemented including dynamically assigning product groups to production machines using production groups and producing product groups at a specified ratio using production groups.

[0022] Figure 11 illustrates a flow chart of an example method for dynamically assigning product groups to production machines using production groups.

[0023] Figure 12 illustrates a flow chart of an example method for producing product groups at a specified ratio using production groups.

[0024] Figure 13 illustrates a flow chart in which product groups are dynamically assigned to production machines using production groups.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

[0025] The present invention extends to methods, machines, systems, and computer program products for optimizing dynamically assigning product groups to production machines using production groups and producing product groups at a specified ratio using production groups.

[0026] In one embodiment, a computer system dynamically assigns at least one production entity to a product group based on various properties for that production entity. The production entity is to be produced using a production machine. The computer system then dynamically assigns each product group to any of a variety of different production groups. Each production group includes any number of production machines that are available to produce production entities for product groups that belong to the assigned production group. The computer system also indicates that at least one production entity is to be produced using the production machines in the dynamically assigned production group.

[0027] In another embodiment, a computer system dynamically assigns at least one production entity to a product group based on properties for that production entity and dynamically assigns each product group to any of a variety of different production groups. Each production group includes production machines that are available to produce production entities for product groups that belong to the assigned production group. The production group further includes a mix level per product group indicating that production entities are to be produced by product group at a ratio
specified in the production group's mix level for that product group. The computer
system further indicates that at least one production entity is to be produced using the
production machines in the dynamically assigned production group according to the
ratio specified by the product group's mix level in that production group. The
computer system may also determine that the specified ratio is not being met because
a first product group is being produced at a higher rate than a second product group
and, as a result, may increase the number of production entities produced for the
second product group to realign the established ratio.

[0028] Embodiments described herein may implement various types of computing
systems. These computing systems are increasingly taking a wide variety of forms.
Computing systems may, for example, be handheld devices, appliances, laptop
computers, desktop computers, mainframes, distributed computing systems, or even
devices that have not conventionally been considered a computing system. In this
description and in the claims, the term "computing system" is defined broadly as
including any device or system (or combination thereof) that includes at least one
physical and tangible processor, and a physical and tangible memory capable of
having thereon computer-executable instructions that may be executed by the
processor to perform a function. A computing system may be distributed over a
network environment and may include multiple constituent computing systems.

[0029] A computing system typically includes at least one processing unit and
memory. The memory may be physical system memory, which may be volatile, non-
volatile, or some combination of the two. The term "memory" may also be used
herein to refer to non-volatile mass storage such as physical storage media. If the
computing system is distributed, the processing, memory and/or storage capability
may be distributed as well.

[0030] As used herein, the term "executable module" or "executable component"
can refer to software objects, routings, or methods that may be executed on the
computing system. The different components, modules, engines, and services
described herein may be implemented as objects or processes that execute on the
computing system (e.g., as separate threads).

[0031] In the description that follows, embodiments are described with reference
to acts that are performed by one or more computing systems. If such acts are
implemented in software, one or more processors of the associated computing system
that performs the act direct the operation of the computing system in response to
having executed computer-executable instructions. For example, such computer-
executable instructions may be embodied on one or more computer-readable media 
that form a computer program product. An example of such an operation involves the 
manipulation of data. The computer-executable instructions (and the manipulated 
data) may be stored in the memory of the computing system. The computing system 
may also contain communication channels that allow the computing system to 
communicate with other message processors over a wired or wireless network. 

[0032] Embodiments described herein may comprise or utilize a special-purpose or 
general-purpose computer system that includes computer hardware, such as, for 
example, one or more processors and system memory, as discussed in greater detail 
below. The system memory may be included within the overall memory. The system 
memory may also be referred to as "main memory", and includes memory locations 
that are addressable by the at least one processing unit over a memory bus in which 
the case the address location is asserted on the memory bus itself. System memory has 
been traditional volatile, but the principles described herein also apply in 
circumstances in which the system memory is partially, or even fully, non-volatile. 

[0033] Embodiments within the scope of the present invention also include physical and other computer-readable media for carrying or storing computer-
executable instructions and/or data structures. Such computer-readable media can be 
any available media that can be accessed by a general-purpose or special-purpose computer system. Computer-readable media that store computer-executable instructions and/or data structures are computer storage media. Computer-readable media that carry computer-executable instructions and/or data structures are transmission media. Thus, by way of example, and not limitation, embodiments of the 
invention can comprise at least two distinctly different kinds of computer-readable media: computer storage media and transmission media. 

[0034] Computer storage media are physical hardware storage media that store computer-executable instructions and/or data structures. Physical hardware storage media include computer hardware, such as RAM, ROM, EEPROM, solid state drives 
("SSDs"), flash memory, phase-change memory ("PCM"), optical disk storage, 
magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other hardware 
storage device(s) which can be used to store program code in the form of computer-
executable instructions or data structures, which can be accessed and executed by a
general-purpose or special-purpose computer system to implement the disclosed functionality of the invention.

[0035] Transmission media can include a network and/or data links which can be used to carry program code in the form of computer-executable instructions or data structures, and which can be accessed by a general-purpose or special-purpose computer system. A "network" is defined as one or more data links that enable the transport of electronic data between computer systems and/or modules and/or other electronic devices. When information is transferred or provided over a network or another communications connection (either hardwired, wireless, or a combination of hardwired or wireless) to a computer system, the computer system may view the connection as transmission media. Combinations of the above should also be included within the scope of computer-readable media.

[0036] Further, upon reaching various computer system components, program code in the form of computer-executable instructions or data structures can be transferred automatically from transmission media to computer storage media (or vice versa). For example, computer-executable instructions or data structures received over a network or data link can be buffered in RAM within a network interface module (e.g., a "NIC"), and then eventually transferred to computer system RAM and/or to less volatile computer storage media at a computer system. Thus, it should be understood that computer storage media can be included in computer system components that also (or even primarily) utilize transmission media.

[0037] Computer-executable instructions comprise, for example, instructions and data which, when executed at one or more processors, cause a general-purpose computer system, special-purpose computer system, or special-purpose processing device to perform a certain function or group of functions. Computer-executable instructions may be, for example, binaries, intermediate format instructions such as assembly language, or even source code.

[0038] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the principles described herein may be practiced in network computing environments with many types of computer system configurations, including, personal computers, desktop computers, laptop computers, message processors, hand-held devices, multi-processor systems, microprocessor-based or programmable consumer electronics, network PCs, minicomputers, mainframe computers, mobile telephones, PDAs, tablets, pagers, routers, switches, and the like. The invention may also be practiced in distributed
system environments where local and remote computer systems, which are linked (either by hardwired data links, wireless data links, or by a combination of hardwired and wireless data links) through a network, both perform tasks. As such, in a distributed system environment, a computer system may include a plurality of constituent computer systems. In a distributed system environment, program modules may be located in both local and remote memory storage devices.

Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that the invention may be practiced in a cloud computing environment. Cloud computing environments may be distributed, although this is not required. When distributed, cloud computing environments may be distributed internationally within an organization and/or have components possessed across multiple organizations. In this description and the following claims, "cloud computing" is defined as a model for enabling on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services). The definition of "cloud computing" is not limited to any of the other numerous advantages that can be obtained from such a model when properly deployed.

Still further, system architectures described herein can include a plurality of independent components that each contribute to the functionality of the system as a whole. This modularity allows for increased flexibility when approaching issues of platform scalability and, to this end, provides a variety of advantages. System complexity and growth can be managed more easily through the use of smaller-scale parts with limited functional scope. Platform fault tolerance is enhanced through the use of these loosely coupled modules. Individual components can be grown incrementally as business needs dictate. Modular development also translates to decreased time to market for new functionality. New functionality can be added or subtracted without impacting the core system.

Embodiments of the invention can efficiently and automatically determine and select optimal packaging designs to produce packaging products, such as, for example, box templates. Determining and selecting packaging designs can be based on packaging product information and defined packaging designs, and in some embodiments can also be based one or more of: production machine data, packaging material data, or production environment real-time considerations. Packaging production machines can then be instructed to produce packaging products in accordance with selected packaging designs.
Embodiments of the invention can also determine an optimized arrangement of box templates within source packaging material which can, in turn, optimize one or both of the rate of box production or the efficient use of the source packaging material. For example, embodiments of the invention can tile box templates within the source packaging material, enabling a single production device to produce multiple boxes in parallel, while also minimizing waste. Optimizing the arrangement of box templates within source packaging material can occur in connection with determining and selecting optimal packaging designs, or can occur as a separate process.

Figure 1 illustrates an example production architecture 100 that facilitates optimizing production of packaging products. Referring to Figure 1, production architecture 100 includes packaging production machine 102, computer system 104, and data store 106. Each of the depicted components and machines is connected to one another over (or is part of) a network, such as, for example, a Local Area Network ("LAN"), a Wide Area Network ("WAN"), or even the Internet. Accordingly, each of the depicted computer systems as well as any other connected computer systems, machines, and their components, can create message related data and exchange message related data (e.g., Internet Protocol ("IP") datagrams and other higher layer protocols that utilize IP datagrams, such as, Transmission Control Protocol ("TCP"), Hypertext Transfer Protocol ("HTTP"), Simple Mail Transfer Protocol ("SMTP"), etc.) over the network.

Packaging production machine 102 includes one or more production tracks, such as the depicted production tracks 102A, 102B, and 102C. Each of production tracks 102A, 102B, and 102C can be loaded with raw packaging materials, such as, for example, fanfold or rolled corrugated board. As depicted, each of production tracks 102A, 102B, and 102C, has a different maximum width for the raw packaging materials. As production tracks 102A, 102B, and 102C produce packaging products (e.g., box templates), packaging product machine 102 can maintain a local store of usage data. Packaging production machine 102 can include a NIC for network communication. From time to time or at desired intervals, packaging production machine 102 can communicate usage data from the local store to computer system 104 and/or data store 106 using the NIC. The vertical ellipsis above and below packaging production machine 102 represent that one or more additional packaging production machines can be included in production architecture 100.
[0045] Generally, data store 106 can store different types of information for optimizing the production of packaging products. For example, data store 106 can store information for one or more packaging production machines, such as, for example, packaging production machine 102. Stored information for packaging production machines can include packaging production machine types, cost to run packaging production machines, raw packaging material types available at packaging production machines, design groups used to optimize packaging production at the packaging production machines, etc. As depicted in production architecture 100, data store 106 more specifically includes packaging design table 301, packaging materials table 501, and machine data table 502.

[0046] Computer system 104 includes optimization module 112. Generally, optimization module 112 is configured to optimize production of packaging products. In some embodiments, optimization module 112 includes real-time packaging product design functionality. When a packaging product is to be produced, optimization module 112 can refer to data in data store 106 to determine how to optimize production of the packaging product. When optimization is determined, optimization module 112 can send instructions to a packaging production machine. The instructions instruct the packaging production machine to produce a packaging product in accordance with the determined optimization.

[0047] In some embodiments, computer system 104 and/or packaging production machine 102 utilize all or some of the information from data store 106 to optimize which types and/or sizes of packaging templates are to be made by packaging production machine 102. In some embodiments, computer system 104 and/or packaging production machine 102 also optimize which production track should be used to produce a packaging product from raw packaging materials.

[0048] Further, although packaging production machine 102, computer system 104, and data store 106 are depicted separately, components and data depicted at production machine 102, computer system 104, and data store 106 can be combined. For example, it may be that computer system 104 is physically integrated into packaging production machine 102. Similarly, data store 106 can be physically integrated into computer system 104 and/or packaging production machine 102.

[0049] In some embodiments, a packaging product is a box template. The box template can be further manipulated (e.g., folded and edges connected together) to form a box. Different types of boxes or other packaging may be used or desirable for
different projects. Box size can vary based on what is being enclosed within the box. Other types of features may also be considered in determining what type and/or size box is desired for a particular use or application. Enclosing a heavy or fragile object may, for instance, dictate that a box of a certain type of material be used, or that a box that has improved protection characteristics (e.g., glue flap, integral corner protectors, full size flaps, etc.) be used.

[0050] Thus, as generally described, the components of production architecture 100 can be used to optimize production of packaging products based on any number of different features or considerations. To facilitate the use of production architecture 100 in identifying appropriate packaging for an object, any of a number of different designs or types of packaging may be considered. Each packaging type or design may have a different shape, style, or other feature. For example, one box design may have top and/or bottom flaps that are approximately half the width of the final box. For other box designs, the top and/or bottom flaps may be up to the full width of the box. These or other types of boxes may also include glue or staple flaps for assembly, have integrated corner protectors built into the top and/or bottom flaps, or have other features or any combination thereof.

[0051] Figure 2 illustrates a flow chart of an example method 200 for optimizing production of packaging products. Method 200 will be described with respect to the components and data of computer architecture 100. During the description of method 200 reference will also be made to Figures 3, 4, 5A, and 5B.

[0052] Method 200 includes an act of receiving packaging production information for producing a packaging product, the packaging production information at least defining the size of the packaging product (act 201). For example, computer system 104 can receive packaging production information 111. Packaging production information 111 can define the size of a packaging product (e.g., a box). Packaging production information 111 can also include other information that optimization module 112 can use to determine how to optimize production of the packaging product. For example, the other information can include a quantity of boxes to produce, a selected design group, production conditions, available packaging production machines, production time cost, etc.

[0053] In some embodiments, packaging production information 111 is formulated in an automated fashion at another computer system or even within another module of computer system 104. In other embodiments, a human user enters
packaging production information 111 through a user-interface, for example, provided at computer system 104 or some other network location. Referring briefly to Figure 4, user-interface 401 depicts different user-interface controls for entering packaging production information. An operator or other user can use use-interface 401 to enter box dimensions, a quantity of boxes to produce, a design group selection, indicate production conditions, select available production machines, and indicate a production time cost. For example, through user-interface 401, a user can select design group 302a and indicate that packaging production machine 102 is available. Packaging production information entered through user-interface 401 can be included in packaging production information 111.

[0054] Method 200 includes an act of accessing a plurality of different packaging designs, each of the plurality of different packaging designs indicating values for a combination of packaging production characteristics, the indicated values for the combination of packaging production characteristics to be used when producing a packaging product in accordance with the packaging design (act 202). For example, computer system 104 can access packaging design table 301. Referring now to Figure 3, packaging design table 301 has columns including design groups 302, design features 310, preference score 311, options 312, restrictions 308, and description 314.

[0055] Design groups 302 include a number of design groups 302a, 302b, 302c, 302d, 302e, 302f, etc. Each design group can include one or more main designs. For example, design group 302a includes main designs 304. Each main design can relate to a specified algorithm or other design that can be scored, evaluated, or otherwise related to other main designs in a corresponding design group.

[0056] A hierarchy can be established within the design groups. For example, main design 304a has multiple packaging designs 306 defined therein. Each of packaging designs 306 is related to main design 304a of which it is a part. However, each of packaging designs 306 includes at least one different value or different option in design features 310, preference score 311, options 312, and/or restrictions 308 that differentiates it from other packaging designs 306. For example, different packaging designs 306 may relate to the same main design with length, width, and height dimensions interchanged, added trays and separators within a design, or to other features or aspects common to a main design.

[0057] In some embodiments, main designs 304 can correspond to different types of boxes. For example, main design 304a can correspond to boxes having Regular
Slotted Carton ("RSC") designs, full flap boxes, integral corner protection boxes, bottom lid construction boxes with separate bottom, and lid components. Other main designs 304 correspond to other types of packaging designs. Each packaging design may have one or more associated formulas that may be used to produce the design. For example, if a main design is used to produce a rectangular box, a formula may take a desired length, width and height for the assembled box. Based on the main design, a box template is produced. The box template can be folded to produce the box of the particular length, width and height, and which also offers the other characteristics or features of the particular main design.

Thus, the various packaging designs 306 can be considered as sub-designs within main design 304a. Each of packaging designs 306 can use a similar, or even essentially the same, formula with some variation.

When appropriate, computer system 104 can also access one or more packaging materials table 501 and machine data table 502. Referring to Figure 5A, packaging materials table 501 indicates aspects of one or more packaging materials that are available within production architecture 100, some of which may be available at packaging production machine 102. For example, packaging materials table 501 indicates packaging material aspects, such as, for example, name, type, width, thickness, quantity, and cost.

Referring to Figure 5B, machine data table 502 indicates aspects of one or more packaging production machines in production architecture 100, including packaging production machine 102. For example, machine data table 502 indicates packaging production machines including name, associated operational cost (e.g., relative cost for each second that is required to produce a packaging product), availability of different packaging materials, etc.

Method 200 includes an act of selecting a packaging design, from among the plurality of different packaging designs, for producing the packaging product, the selection based on the suitability of the selected packaging design to produce a packaging product in accordance with the packaging production information (act 203). For example, optimization module 112 can select packaging design 306a based on the suitability of packaging product design 306a to produce a packaging product (e.g., a box template) in accordance with packaging production information 111. The contents of packaging materials table 501 and/or machine data table 502 can also be considered when selecting packaging design 306a. Any number of different
algorithms considering packaging design table 301 and one or more of packaging materials table 501 or machine data table 502 can be used for packaging design selection.

[0062] In some embodiments, an algorithm processes one or more values and/or options from packaging design table 301 and one or more values and/or options from packaging materials table 501 and/or from machine data table 502 to generate score values for different packaging designs. Based on the generated score values, optimization module 112 can select a packaging design.

[0063] Method 200 includes an act of sending instructions to produce the packaging product to a packaging production machine, the instructions instructing the packaging production machine to use available raw materials sufficient for the defined size and in accordance with the selected packaging design (act 204). For example, computer system 104 can send production instructions 114 to packaging production machine 102. Packaging production instructions 114 instruct packaging production machine 102 to use raw materials sufficient to create a packaging product of the size defined in packaging production information and to create the packaging product in accordance with packaging design 306a.

[0064] Other embodiments of the invention include establishing packaging information and then using the established packaging information to select a packaging design. Figure 6 illustrates a flow chart of an example method 600 for selecting a design for a packaging product. Method 600 will be described with respect to Figures 3, 4, 5A, 5B, and 7.

[0065] Method 600 includes an act of defining design groups (act 601). For example, with reference to Figure 3, design groups 302 can be defined. Design groups 302 can relate generally to sets of different weights, preferences, restrictions, and other considerations, or combinations of the foregoing, that a user, operator, customer, or other person or entity places on a particular design. For example, different design groups may be designed for use with different products, different types of products (e.g., fragile vs. non-fragile, expensive vs. inexpensive, etc.), different customers, and the like.

[0066] Method 600 includes an act of setting up a hierarchy within design groups (act 602). For example, each design group 302 can be set up with one or more different main designs 304. Each main design 304 can relate to a particular algorithm or other design that may be scored, evaluated, or otherwise related to other main
designs 304 within design group 302. Each main design 304 can also be set up with one or more packaging designs. For example, main design 304a includes packaging designs 306.

Setting up a hierarchy within design grouped can include assigning values for one or more of design features 310, preference score 311, options 312, restrictions 308, or description 314 for each packaging design. Thus, each packaging design 306 is related to main design 304a, but includes various different options. Accordingly, the various packaging designs 306 may be considered as sub-designs within main design 304a, and can use the same formula—or essentially the same formula—but with some variation. For example, different packaging designs 306 can relate to the same main design with length, width, and height dimensions interchanged, added trays and separators within a design, or to other features or aspects common to main design 304a.

In some embodiments, setting up a hierarchy includes establishing main designs that correspond to different types of boxes. For example, some of main designs 304 may correspond to boxes having RSC designs, full flap boxes, integral corner protection boxes, bottom lid construction boxes with separate bottom and lid components. Other of main designs 304 correspond to other types of packaging designs. Each packaging design may have one or more associated formulas that may be used to produce the design. For example, if a main design is used to produce a rectangular box, a formula may take a desired length, width and height for the assembled box, and then produce a box template that can be folded to produce the box of the particular length, width and height, and which also offers the other characteristics or features of the particular main design.

In some embodiments, a single type of packaging may be produced by using the desired length, height, and width of the desired box. There are, however, up to six different combinations that may be obtained simply by varying the length, width, and height values. Thus, if a user inputs length, height, and width values, the various packaging designs 306 may relate to different combinations (e.g., using the length as the height, the height as the width, and the width as the length). A user can input the dimensions in one way and then optimization module 112 can evaluate the dimensions in six different combinations. For example, a box may have the following dimensions:
Dimension 1: 12 inches
Dimension 2: 18 inches
Dimension 3: 14 inches.

[0070] This same box may also be described in any of the following manners:

Length/Width/Height:

A: 12in by 18in by 14in
B: 12in by 14in by 18in
C: 18in by 12in by 14in
D: 18in by 14in by 12in
E: 14in by 12in by 18in
F: 14in by 18in by 12in

[0071] Ultimately, any of these combinations of the same dimensions may be used to produce a box that has the same overall dimensions (namely 12 inches by 18 inches by 14 inches). However, as the dimensions are input into a formula in a particular form, the size and shape of the two-dimensional template that may be folded to produce the box of the specified size may be varied. In some cases, the width and length of the template can change based on the particular combination of length/width/height dimensions. Particularly where a packaging production machine has access to a limited set of types of materials (e.g., fanfold or rolled corrugated board of particular widths), the size of the template may make a difference in the overall cost to produce the box. The different dimensional combinations may also affect the amount of materials used to assemble or close the box, the time to assemble the box, the difficulty in assembling the box, and the like. For example, boxes of different dimensions may require different amounts of glue or other adhesives, staples, strapping bands, or other materials used to prepare, erect, mark, and/or close a box.

[0072] To illustrate, entered dimensions for a first box template can be about 50 inches wide and about 64 inches long. Entered dimensions for a second box template can be about 80 inches wide and about 40 inches long. Thus, the total area of both the first box template and the second box template are 3200 in². A packaging production machine may have access to fanfold or rolled production materials that are 55 inches wide and 100 inches wide. Thus, even though the overall areas are the same, more packaging materials may be necessary to produce the second box template.
For example, if the second box template is produced from the 100 inch wide material, 4000 in² (i.e., 100 inches by 40 inches) of production materials are used to produce the second box template. If the second box template is rotated and produced from the 55 inch wide fanfold, 4400 in² (i.e., 55 inches by 80 inches) of production materials are used to produce the second box template. In contrast, the first box template may be produced from the 55 inch wide material, such that the total material used is 3520 in² (i.e., 55 inches by 64 inches).

Accordingly, changing the manner in which dimensions are input to produce a same type of box may have an impact on the box or the cost to produce a box. Entered dimensions can also affect other aspects of packaging production. For example, the structural strength of a box may also change (e.g., by changing the length of a glue/staple flap), the difficulty of assembly may increase, the overall aesthetic appearance of the box may change, or a number of other characteristics or features may change based solely on which dimensions are used as the length, width, or height. Moreover, other changes to a main design 304 may also be addressed within a sub-design (e.g., adding inserts or dividers to a tray or within a box).

Setting up a hierarchy within design groups can also include specifying one or more design features 310, such as, for example, aesthetics, labor, production capacity, assembly/material costs, and protection for each packaging design. Setting up a hierarchy can also include specifying a preference score 311 for each packaging design.

Setting up a hierarchy within design groups can also include specifying options 312 for each packaging design. For example, options 312 can be specified to indicate whether a design may be rotated, mirrored, and have multiple outputs for a particular packaging design 306 or main design 304. In general, rotated or mirrored versions of a main design (or of a particular packaging design) may have generally the same overall two-dimensional template dimensions of a corresponding design. There can advantages to a rotating a design. For example, packaging materials (e.g., fanfold or rolled corrugated materials) may be available in only certain widths. A template that is 60 inches wide by 40 inches long may thus be produced by fanfold material that is 75 inches wide. However, by rotating the template, the same design may be produced using fanfold material that is 42 inches wide, thereby reducing the overall material usage in production of the template.
For packaging designs 306 with multiple outs enabled (e.g., PD, PD2, PD3, PD4, and PD5 as shown in Figure 3), multiple templates may be produced side-by-side (or "tiled") within the production material. That is, substantially the entire width of production materials (e.g., fanfold corrugated board) can be used to produce a plurality of (e.g., two) packaging products (e.g., box templates) essentially or entirely in parallel. Enabling multiple outs may allow multiple identical designs to be produced side-by-side, or may even allow different designs to be produced side-by-side.

Tiling packaging products to produce the packaging products in parallel can greatly increase the speed and efficiency with which packaging products are produced, and can help maximize utilization of limited packaging production machine hardware. Furthermore, using substantially the entire width of production materials greatly reduces, and can potentially eliminate, waste of production material. Producing multiple templates side-by-side is discussed in greater detail in reference to at least Figures 8 and 9.

In the foregoing description, particular mention is made of the size of fanfold or other packaging material and/or the dimensions of packaging and/or packaging templates. It should be appreciated that these dimensions are merely exemplary and are provided to illustrate example circumstances in which different variations of a design may be used. In packaging design table 301, no dimensions are included for design groups 302, main designs 304, or packaging designs 306. While this is merely optional, the exclusion of dimensions may allow for a broader range of packaging to be considered.

For example, instead of defining a design group for each product size or each possible packaging size, a definition similar to that in packaging design table is more robust and allows product types to be assigned for each design group 302. Each main design 304 and packaging design sub-group 306 may have a formula for calculating the size of the packaging template such that a wide range of packaging sizes may be evaluated. Moreover, in some embodiments, one design group may be within the hierarchy of another design group. For instance, by selecting one design group, one or more other design groups and the main and/or packaging designs 304, 306 therein may also be considered.

In some embodiments, a user or computer system assigns values for restrictions 308 for a design group. Method 600 includes an act of assigning
restrictions/constraints (act 603). In packaging design table 301, main designs 304 or packaging designs 306 can assign restrictions and/or constraints (e.g., restrictions 308). For example, a packaging design be assigned a size restriction (e.g., maximum dimension must be less than 34 inches). In this particular example, a packaging design may allow for any dimension to be up to a specified value. If the dimension exceeds the specified value, there is a possibility that the template may not be producible by a desired packaging production machine, that it will be produced with undesired crease lines, or have some other feature, or a combination thereof.

Any type of constraint or restriction can be assigned. For example, absolute size or dimensional restrictions may be applied, relative size or dimensional restrictions may be applied (e.g., length to width ratio must be less than 7:1). Restrictions or constraints may limit or require a particular packaging production machine be used to produce the design, or that a particular quality of fanfold material be used. Of course other considerations can be used in identifying restrictions or constraints. Thus, a restriction or constraint may be used to specify conditions that, when existing, exclude the particular design from further consideration or use.

In some embodiments, a user or computer system assigns a value for preference score 311 or for other priorities or costs for a design group. Method 600 includes an act of assigning preferences/priorities/costs (act 604). Preferences or priorities may be assigned in any of a number of different categories. For example, in packaging design table 301, preferences or priorities may be assigned to design features 310. Example design features that may be used in setting preferences, priorities, costs, and the like include aesthetic appearance, labor time, production capabilities, assembly/closing material costs, protective capabilities, or other preferences, or combinations thereof.

One or more (possibly all) combinations of values for design related features 310 can be weighted. Values can be weighted and assigned automatically, or can be assigned by an engineer or other user, operator, or person knowledgeable of the system described herein. For example, each different design feature may be weighed differently. If a particular design group 302 is likely to be used with fragile or heavy objects, the protective abilities of the box may be particularly important. On the other hand, if a design group 302 is to be used for expensive products or high-end customers, aesthetic appearance may be particularly important. For high volume
products, the labor time, production capabilities, assembly material costs, and the like can be valued highly.

Accordingly, each design group 302 can be considered by weighting the different design-related features 310 in any number of different manners. Moreover, the different design groups 302 can have different types of main designs 304 and packaging designs 306 considered. For example, some design groups 302 may not consider boxes with integral corner protectors (e.g., for products that do not need any additional protection or which are oddly shaped), while only some design groups 302 may consider templates that are produced in two or more separate parts (e.g., a design group 302 for large products). Thus, each design group 302 may be customized not only in the manner in which the features 310 are evaluated and weighed, but in what main designs 304 and/or packaging designs 306 are included as options within the particular design group 302.

A number of different design features 310 and a preference score 311 are expressly depicted in packaging design table 301. Some packaging designs may not be assigned a value for each of design features 310 and/or for preference score 311. In some embodiments, none of design features 310 are assigned values. Thus, the value for preference score 311 may be a single value assigned to a particular design. The value for preference score 311 can be based on a particular combination of design related features deemed important for the design group. The preference value may be a numerical value (e.g., on a scale of 0 to 100), a letter value (e.g., a value between A and F), a cost value (e.g., an associated cost to produce the box based on the design factors 310), or any other type of value, or a combination thereof.

Method 600 includes an act of setting up additional information (act 605). For example, referring again to Figures 5A and 5B, packaging materials table 501 and machine data table 502 can also be set up. Packaging materials table 501 can be set up to describe aspects of the one or more packaging materials that are available within production architecture 100. For example, packaging materials table 501 describes aspects of packaging materials such as the widths of fanfold production materials that are available, the available quantities of such fanfold materials, and the cost of each type of material. Machine data table 502 can be setup to describe aspects of one or more packaging production machines that are available within production architecture 100. For example, machine data table 502 describes aspects of packaging production
machines such as cost per second to operate (operation cost) and access to different packaging material sizes.

[0088] Embodiments of the invention include a real-time design optimization system that uses the available information to select or identify one or more optimal packaging designs. Based on design information, packaging material information, and packaging production machine information, a design for a packaging product can be selected. The real-time design optimization system can also consider further user entered job specific information (e.g., from an operator) to facilitate design selection.

[0089] Method 600 includes an act of inputting job specific information (act 606). For example, turning briefly again to Figure 4, the real-time design optimization system can consider job specific information entered through user-interface 401. Job specific information can indicate a job for a single box, multiple identical boxes, or multiple different boxes. When entering information at user-interface 401, an operator or other user may input information such as the design group that is to be used. As noted above, each design group may include different types of packaging designs.

[0090] Additionally, or alternatively, each design group may weight different design-related features in a different manner. For instance, as depicted in user-interface 401 one or more design groups 302 identified along with a basic description of that design group. The description may include size, weight, product category, or other information that an operator may use to identify what design group is to be considered. In some embodiments, multiple design groups are selected by the user for consideration.

[0091] Method 600 includes an act of updating information (act 607). For example, user-interface 401 depicts various fields in which the user may enter dimensional information. An operator may know, for example, that a desired box has dimensions A, B and C, in which case such dimensions may be entered into the appropriate fields of user-interface 401. The dimensional information may be entered in a number of different units as well. For example, the system may request the dimensions in inches, feet, centimeters, meters, or other dimensions. The user may also be able to specify the units in which the specified value is input. For instance, a drop-down box may allow the user to specify that the units are provided in inches rather than centimeters.
Other information can also be input. For example, at user-interface 401, an operator or other user can enter information about production conditions. If an incident has occurred that has slowed or stopped production, this condition may be entered. A check box or other input mechanism can be used to indicate that production has stopped or slowed. User-interface 401 can also be used to input a time cost. The time cost can be increased as production stops or slows. As described, the time cost can be used to evaluate production time. For high production costs, a real-time optimization system can look for solutions that reduce production time. Additional information may also be input. For example, additional information about the availability of fanfold or other production materials, identification of production machines that are offline, or other information, or combinations thereof, may also be specified.

Method 600 includes an act of identifying approved design solutions (act 608). For example, a real time design optimization system can consider dimensional information and other information specified by a user in view of design restrictions to evaluate each main design in a specified design group. Designs that can satisfy user entered information in view of design restrictions are identified as approved design solutions. A list of approved solutions can be displayed to a user and/or stored (e.g., in data store 106).

A real time design optimization system can evaluate the restrictions or other constraints specified for any design in the design group. If, for example, a design has a restriction that is not satisfied (e.g., size restriction, dimensional restriction, packaging production machine limitation, material quality limitation, etc.), that design can be excluded from a list of available possible solutions. Other restrictions or constraints can also be evaluated. For example, additional restrictions may relate to availability of fanfold or production machines (e.g., can only be produced on a particular machine), time costs (e.g., only use if the time cost is below a certain value or between certain values), or based on other factors, or any combination of the foregoing.

Method 600 includes an act of calculating material cost (act 609). For example, a real time design optimization system can identify fanfold widths that are available at packaging production machines (e.g., at packaging production machine 102). For each approved solution, the real time design optimization system can calculate the amount of fanfold material used to produce the design. The amount of
fanfold material used can be based not solely on the footprint of the packaging template, but on the overall usage of fanfold material based on the fanfold width.

[0096] Accordingly, a packaging template measuring 50 inches wide by 30 inches long may have an area of 1500 in². If, however, the packaging template is produced from fanfold that measures 60 inches wide, the overall material usage may be 1800 in². A rotated version of the same design could potentially be produced from fanfold measuring 32 inches wide, such that the rotated version may be produced using approximately 1600 in² of fanfold material. Thus, calculating the material cost may also include considering the available materials available to the packaging production machines, including their different sizes, qualities, and quantities.

[0097] With the fanfold material usage known, a cost can be calculated. For example, for fanfold material having a cost of $0.03 ft², the overall cost of 1600 in² of fanfold material may be about $0.33. The overall cost of 1800 in² of fanfold material may then be about $0.38. Accordingly, based on the different widths of fanfold material available, and the various main designs 304 and sub-designs 306 within a design group 302, a number of different costs may be obtained for fanfold material. Furthermore, different fanfold material widths may have different associated costs. For instance, quality of fanfold may vary such that the cost of one fanfold material is higher relative to another (e.g., cost per square foot varies for different fanfold). In other embodiments, the producer may want to close-out a particular width of fanfold so that a lower cost may be assigned to such fanfold material.

[0098] The amount of material used to produce a design—and thus the material cost for a box or other package—can be a factor in determining what box to produce. However, other factors can also be considered. For example, as described, each main or packaging design 304, 306 within a design group 302 may have particular values or preferences assigned based on design-related features 310. Accordingly, a real time design optimization system can consider a number of the design-related features before identifying an optimal design.

[0099] For example, a box template produced with lower material cost may nonetheless have costly assembly/closing materials, or a high labor cost associated with assembly the box. These and other factors can outweigh the lower material cost, resulting in selection of an alternative design. In other embodiments, the low material cost design may also have poor aesthetic or protective capabilities. As a result, when a real time design optimization system evaluates the various aspects, a design group
with a high weight or preference to aesthetic qualities and/or protective qualities may also outweigh the lower relative material cost of one design over another.

[00100] Method 600 includes an act of assigning preferences scores (act 610). For example, a real time design optimization system can assign a preference score for each approved solution from act 608. Method 600 includes an act of combining preference score and material cost (act 611). For example, a real time design optimization system can combine calculated material costs from act 609 with assign preference scores from act 610.

[00101] Any desired algorithm for combining a preference score and material cost, or otherwise producing the score value may be used. For example, a set of approved design options may include the following values and material cost values as depicted in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Preference Value</th>
<th>Material Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>$0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>$0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>$0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>$0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>$0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>$0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

[00102] The Preference Values and Material Cost values for each design may then be combined in a manner that produces an overall score. According to one example, the preference and material cost values may be normalized and given equal weight in computing the preference score. For example, the preference value for each design may be normalized by dividing each value by the maximum Preference Value. Thus, Design 5 may obtain a normalized Preference value of 1.00.
The Material Cost values may also be normalized. For example, the material cost value for each design may be normalized by dividing each value by the minimum Material Cost value. Thus, Design 2 may obtain a normalized Material Cost value of 1.00. If an assumption is made that a value having twice the cost as Design 2 has a normalized value of 0.00, then the normalized value may be obtained by the equation:

$$ NMCV = MCV * \left( \frac{1}{MMCV} \right)^2 $$

where:
- $NMCV$ is the Normalized Minimum Material Cost Value;
- $MCV$ is the Material Cost Value; and
- $MMCV$ is the Minimum Material Cost Value.

The normalized preference values and material cost values can then be weighted equally and summed. With the designs sorted by Score Value Table 2 depicts score values for the designs from Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normalized Preference Value</th>
<th>Normalized Material Cost</th>
<th>Score Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design 4</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 5</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 7</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 6</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 3</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 2</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 10</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 8</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 1</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 9</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.542</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accordingly, in Table 2, it can be seen that Design 4 has the highest Score Value according to the particular combination of material costs and preference values.
assigned in the selected Design Group. The used preference values may be based on
one or more algorithms or considerations that place different weights, preferences or
priorities on different design features 310. Moreover, the described normalization
method is merely one mechanism for computing a score value based on a preference
value and a material cost.

[00106] In other embodiments, the preference and/or material costs may be
normalized, weighted, or otherwise used, or a combination of the foregoing, in other
manners. For example, a preference value can be translated into a direct cost that may
be added to the material cost such that the material cost need not be normalized. In
another embodiment, the material cost is normalized based on a difference between
the maximum and minimum costs, rather than on the minimum material cost. In still
other embodiments, different calculations, algorithms, normalizations, and/or other
factors, or a combination thereof may be considered.

[00107] Method 600 includes an act of identifying top solutions (act 612). For
example, a real time design optimization system can identify top solutions from Table
2. Thus, it may be that the score values from Table 2 are used to limit the number of
solutions for additional or final consideration. Further, a design group 302 may
include a number of different main designs 304 and a number of packaging designs
306 as sub-designs within a main design 302. Indeed, there may easily be dozens, if
not hundreds or thousands, of possible options that may be scored and considered.
Thus, the score value is used to identify a top set of solutions, such as, for example,
the top ten solutions. From Table 2, the top seven solutions can be identified,
although more or fewer than seven or ten solutions may also be identified as the top
solutions.

[00108] Whether or not a number of top solutions are identified, a real time design
optimization system may then choose one design to use for producing a packaging
product. In some embodiments, the chosen design is selected based exclusively on
the score value. In other embodiments, the top solutions may be provided to an
operator via a user interface to allow the user to select the chosen design. The user
interface can also indicate the relative score values and potentially the calculations or
basis of the score value calculation.

[00109] In further embodiments, the identified top solutions are further processed
to further refine the list of top solutions. For example, the top solutions can further be
evaluated based on production time. As noted herein, production time may be
particularly important in some industries and/or at certain production times. During a busy production system, packaging production machines may create a bottleneck such that reducing the production time will allow greater throughput. In other times, a production slow-down or stoppage may also create a production backlog that increases the importance of production time. In still other cases, production machines may have excess capacity available such that production time is of little or no concern.

[0010] Method 600 includes an act of simulating production time (act 613). For example, a real time design optimization system can simulate production time for top solutions identified in act 612. In some embodiments, simulating production times is based on knowledge the real-time design optimization system maintains about the one or more production machines. Production time can be simulated for top solutions or all solutions based on resource requirements for corresponding calculations.

[0011] Depicted in Table 3, the top seven of the previously identified ten designs have been selected for processing by simulating the production time. While the following table includes the production time, an associated cost may additionally or alternatively be used. For example, if different machines are used and have different associated costs, the production value may be a cost value associated with the particular machine on which the design template will be produced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Normalized Preference Value</th>
<th>Normalized Material Cost</th>
<th>Production Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>2.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

[0012] Method 600 includes an act of combining production time with preference score and material cost (act 614). For example, a real time design optimization system can combine production times from act 613 with preference scores from act
and material costs from act 609. Production time can be normalized in a manner similar to that shown above for normalizing the material cost (i.e., such that Design 7 has a value of 1.00 and a design taking twice as long to produce would have a normalized value of 0.00). Table 4 depicts Total scores for the Top seven designs from Table 1. Total score can weight preference value, material costs, and production time equally.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normalized Preference Value</th>
<th>Normalized Material Cost</th>
<th>Production Time (s)</th>
<th>TOTAL SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design 4</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>2.534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 7</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 5</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>2.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 10</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>2.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 6</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>2.391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 2</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>2.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 3</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>2.305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4

[00113] As shown Table 4, Design 4 has been given the highest overall score, while of the top designs, Design 3 has the lowest overall score. The values obtained for the score can be based on a sum of normalized values; however, average scores, cost values, weighted sums, or other algorithms or manners for computing a total score may be used.

[00114] Method 600 includes an act of eliminating doublets (act 615). For example, a real time design optimization system can eliminate doublets from the designs in Table 4. The real time design optimization system can further refine and/or process scores and designs to identify those designs that are at least significantly similar and potentially alike in all significant aspects. For example, if any designs have identical or very similar Preference Values, Material Costs, and/or Production Times, all but one of such similar designs (i.e., doublets) can be eliminated. Additionally, or alternatively, consideration of doublets for elimination may include evaluating other aspects, including the type of design (e.g., RSC full flap, integrated corner protectors, bottom lid, etc.) or other aspects.
Method 600 includes an act of identifying top solutions (act 616). For example, a real time design optimization system can identify the top solutions from Table 4 (either with or without doublet elimination). For example, the highest scoring design may be selected and transferred for production. Alternately, a top number of designs (e.g., top 5 designs) can be selected. If a top number of designs is selected, any number may be used. For example, more or fewer than 5 designs may be selected as the top number of designs.

Method 600 includes an act of selecting a design for production (act 617). For example, a real time design optimization system can select a design for production at packaging production machine 102. In some embodiments, a real time design optimization system automatically transfers the top scored design for production. In other embodiments, however, an operator may be notified of the top number of designs, or optionally of all or some other number of designs. For example, referring to Figure 7, user-interface 701 gives an operator or other user the option to choose a design from among the top designs.

If the top three designs are provided to the operator, the operator can choose to do nothing, thereby resulting in a top scored design being transferred for production. The operator may actively select that the operator is not overriding the choice, or after a specified time without operator selection, the top design may be transferred to the packaging production machine for operation. Alternatively, if the operator desires a different design to be transferred for production, the operator may select one of the other options (e.g., the designs ranked as the top second through fifth) designs. In still another alternative, the operator may indicate that no solution is desired and the operator can select a different available design (e.g., one of the previously scored but not top designs).

As further depicted in user-interface 701, pictures of the assembled box, box template, or some other image may be used to graphically illustrate the various available boxes. In other embodiments, boxes are identified by information or name only. Accordingly, it should be appreciated that it is not necessary that an image of a box or template be provided to the operator.

Accordingly, embodiments of the invention include automatically optimizing production of packaging products based on stored and/or real-time information. In some embodiments, a request for a packaging product is received and a real-time design optimization system accesses information about one or more design
groups. The one or more design groups include multiple design options. The multiple design options are scored based on stored and/or real-time criteria. Based on the score, one or more top designs are identified for production and/or selection by an operator of the system.

[00120] As was mentioned previously, embodiments of the invention also include producing multiple templates (e.g., box templates) side-by-side (or tiled) within source production material. That is, the production architecture 100 can facilitate production of two or more templates substantially in parallel on each production track (e.g., production tracks 102A, 102B, and 102C). Tiling templates during production can be performed as a part of automatically optimizing production of packaging products based on stored and/or real-time information, as discussed above. For example, packaging design table 301, or a separate data structure, can contain information about possible combinations and arrangements of design groups 302, main designs 304, and/or packaging designs 306 that can be tiled together. This information can be used by optimization module 112 when selecting suitable packaging designs. Alternatively, tiling templates during production can be performed as a separate process.

[00121] Figure 8 illustrates an embodiment of a production track 800 that is configured to produce tiled templates within source production material, in accordance with one or more embodiments. Production track 800 may represent one or more of production tracks 102A, 102B, 102C of Figure 1, for example.

[00122] As depicted, production track 800 includes material loading tray 802, template production device 804 (e.g., a configurable cutting or stamping device), and material exit tray 806. Production track 800 is configured to receive source packaging material 808a at material loading tray 802 and to feed the source packaging material 808a into template production device 804. Source packaging material 808a is typically fanfold or rolled corrugated board, but could also comprise other packaging materials, such as plastic, vinyl, or other materials suitable for creating packaging products.

[00123] Template production device 804 is configured to follow instructions (e.g., production instructions 114 as generated by computer system 104) to stamp and/or cut templates for packaging products (e.g., boxes) into the source packaging material 808a. For example, production track 800 is depicted as having output, onto material exit tray 806, processed packaging material 808b that includes two packaging
templates 809a and 809b in a tiled or side-by-side configuration. In doing so, production track 800 has thus produced, in the illustrated embodiment, two box templates in parallel, while greatly reducing the amount of waste that would have been generated when producing a single box template of the same size.

[00124] It should be understood, for purposes of the present invention, that the mechanism for loading source packaging material 808a into production track 800, and for unloading processed packaging material 808b from production track 800 can be accomplished in ways other than with the illustrated material loading tray 802 and material exit tray 806. For example, one or more embodiments make use of conveyor platforms, or even operate without the use of trays or platforms.

[00125] Although production track 800 is depicted as having produced two identical tiled templates 809a and 809b, embodiments of the invention can produce any variety of different template types, shapes, sizes, and orientations, with these different templates being configured in any appropriate tiled configuration. Thus, production track 800 can produce a plurality of templates, each having differing box types, shapes, and sizes in a parallel, tiled manner. Furthermore, although production track 800 is depicted as having produced two templates 809a and 809b in a parallel, tiled manner, production track 800 could produce any number of templates in a parallel, tiled manner (e.g., three or more).

[00126] Production track 800 is capable of producing templates for boxes having any number of characteristics. As mentioned, different types of boxes or other packaging may be used or desirable for different packaging projects. Box size and additional features includes in the boxes can vary based on what is being enclosed within the box. Enclosing a heavy or fragile object may, for example, dictate that a box of a certain type of material be used, or that a box that has improved protection or construction characteristics (e.g., glue flap, integral corner protectors, full size flaps, nunatabs, etc.) be used. Production track 800 can be configured to produce boxes having these features in a parallel, tiled manner. For example, production track 800 can produce boxes having glue flaps, and when doing so tiling the boxes can involve tiling the box templates so that edges on glue flaps of a first box are collinear with edges on glue flaps of a second box. Furthermore, production track 800 can produce paired boxes having connected by nunatabs. For example, the nunatabs may be positioned proximate to the glue strips.
[00127] Figure 9 details a flowchart of an exemplary method 900 for tiling production for a pair of boxes. Method 900 will be described with respect to the components and data of computer architecture 800 and production track 800.

[00128] Method 900 includes an act of accessing item data identifying a plurality of items that are to be packaged (act 901). For example, computer system 104 can receive information, either though user input or through data in a data store (e.g., data store 106) indicating two or more items that are to be packaged. The information can include, for example, object types, object dimensions, durability characteristics, and the like. In some embodiments, act 901 can include accessing a queue of items that are to be packaged, such as a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue, a last-in-first-out (LIFO) stack, etc.

[00129] Method 900 also includes an act of determining packaging requirements for each of the plurality of items (act 902). For example, computer system 104 can utilize embodiments previously described to automatically (or substantially automatically) determine packaging requirements for each of the plurality of items. Determining packaging requirements can include selection of potential packaging designs and potential packaging materials using information in data store 106. Thus, where appropriate, computer system 104 can also access one or more of packaging materials table 501 or machine data table 502. Referring to Figure 5A, for example, packaging materials table 501 indicates packaging materials that are available within production architecture 100, some of which may be available at packaging production machine 102. For example, packaging materials table 501 includes information such as name, type, width, thickness, quantity, and cost of packaging material. Furthermore, referring to Figure 5B, machine data table 502 includes information about packaging production machines in production architecture 100. For example, machine data table 502 includes information about packaging production machines, including names, associated operational costs (e.g., relative cost for each second that is required to produce a packaging product), availability of different packaging materials at the machines, etc. As such, act 902 can, in one or more embodiments, utilize one or more acts described previously in connection with at least the Figure 2 (i.e., method 200 for optimizing production of packaging products) and/or Figure 6 (i.e., method 600 for selecting a design for a packaging product) when determining packaging requirements for each of the plurality of items.
Alternatively, computer system 104 can prompt a user for express input providing packaging requirements, consult a database that maps item types with packaging requirements, or use any other appropriate mechanism for determining packaging requirements.

Method 900 includes an act of selecting a pair of box sizes for tiled production at a packaging production machine, the pair of box sizes including a first box size for packaging a first one or more items in the plurality of items and including a second box size for packaging a second one or more items in the plurality of items, the pair of box sizes satisfying the packaging requirements for the first one or more items and second one or more items, the packaging production machine selected from among the one or more packaging production machines (act 903). For example, optimization module 112 at computer system 104 can determine, based on the packaging requirements, optimized box sizes for each of the plurality of items. The optimized box sizes may be chosen based on one or more of the suitability of each box size for each item, the ability of the box sizes to be tiled together, the type and/or dimensions of available production machines, cost considerations, user preference, or any other factor described in this disclosure in connection with optimizing production of packaging products. It will be appreciated that selecting the pair of box sizes can involve selecting the same box size for each item, or selecting different box sizes for different items. In some circumstances, different box sizes may be selected even for identical items (e.g., based factors such as production availability, the ability of box sizes to tile, etc.)

In connection with selecting a pair of box sizes and selecting a packaging production machine from among the one or more packaging production machines, act 903 includes an act of, at a specified time, collectively analyzing (a) analyzing (a) the packaging requirements for each of the plurality of items, (b) the packing system characteristics, and (c) the packaging machine characteristics for each of the one or more packaging production machines (act 904). For example, act 904 can involve an analysis of packaging production machine 102 (as well as any other production machines) and an analysis of any production tracks at those machines, in view of the packaging requirements. The analysis can include taking into consideration the current and future workloads of the packaging production machine(s), the cost of operating each machine, source material availability at each machine, maximum width of each production track, etc.
Act 903 also includes an act of determining how to allocate box production to the one or more packaging production machines for a period of time based on the collective analysis (act 905). For example, based on the foregoing analysis of act 904 it can be determined that, given current machine and materials availability, the particular packaging requirements for the items are best met by producing the first and second boxes in a tiling arrangement at a particular production track at a particular production machine during a given period of time. Determining how to allocate box production can also include comparing dimensions of box templates or blanks that are to be tiled, and ensuring that the dimensions for each template/blank are within specified thresholds of one another. If the dimensions are not within specified thresholds of one another, act 905 can include modifying the design of one or more of the box templates or blanks so that they fall within the specified thresholds.

Act 905 includes an act of matching the pair of box sizes to the packaging production machine based on the collective analysis (act 906). For example, the pair of box sizes can be matched to packaging production machine 102. Act 906 can include determining that packaging material loaded at the production machine is large enough to tile production of the requested boxes. Act 906 can also include determining any waste that may result from producing the part of boxes, and ensuring that the waste is within acceptable tolerances. Act 906 can also include determining that the production machine can handle the required load.

Method 900 also includes an act of generating box production instructions in response to the selection, the box production instructions indicating how to tile production of a box of the first box size with a box of the second box size at the packaging production machine (act 907). For example, computer system 104 can generate production instructions 114 which instruct a production track (e.g., one or production track 102A, 102B or 102C) at production machine 102 to use raw materials to create a plurality of tiled packaging products.

In addition, method 900 also includes an act of sending the box production instructions to the packaging production machine (act 908). For example, computer system 104 can send production instructions 114 to production machine 102 to generate the boxes in a tiled and parallel manner.

While the method 900 has been described in the context of producing a pair of boxes in parallel, method 900 is also applicable for producing any number of
boxes in any tiled configuration. For example, method 900 may include tiling three box sizes together, four box sizes together, five box sizes together, etc.

[00138] When four box sizes are tiled, method 900 may include selecting a second pair of box sizes for tiled production, including a third box size for packaging a third one or more items in the plurality of items and a fourth box size for packaging a fourth one or more items in the plurality of items. Then, based on further analysis, the third and fourth box sizes can be tiled with other box sizes in any appropriate configuration. In some embodiments, for example, one or both of the third or fourth boxes may be produced in parallel with one or both of the first or second boxes, at least in part.

[00139] Accordingly, embodiments of the invention also include producing box templates or blanks in a parallel, tiled manner. Doing so can improve the speed and efficiency with which boxes are created, can make optimal use of production hardware, and can help to reduce waste.

[00140] Figure 10 describes a computing environment 1000 that includes a computer system 1001. The computer system 1001 may be any type of computing system including a cloud computing system. In this description and in the following claims, "cloud computing" is defined as a model for enabling on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services). The definition of "cloud computing" is not limited to any of the other numerous advantages that can be obtained from such a model when properly deployed.

[00141] For instance, cloud computing is currently employed in the marketplace so as to offer ubiquitous and convenient on-demand access to the shared pool of configurable computing resources. Furthermore, the shared pool of configurable computing resources can be rapidly provisioned via virtualization and released with low management effort or service provider interaction, and then scaled accordingly.

[00142] A cloud computing model can be composed of various characteristics such as on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, measured service, and so forth. A cloud computing model may also come in the form of various service models such as, for example, Software as a Service ("SaaS"), Platform as a Service ("PaaS"), and Infrastructure as a Service ("IaaS"). The cloud computing model may also be deployed using different deployment models such as private cloud, community cloud, public cloud, hybrid cloud, and so forth. In this
description and in the claims, a "cloud computing environment" is an environment in which cloud computing is employed.

[00143] In addition to the cloud computing environments described above, any of the functionally described herein can be performed, at least in part, by one or more hardware logic components. For example, and without limitation, illustrative types of hardware logic components that can be used include Field-programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), Program-specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Program-specific Standard Products (ASSPs), System-on-a-chip systems (SOCs), Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLDs), and other types of programmable hardware. Thus, computer system 1001 may be any type of hardware capable of processing executable instructions.

[00144] The computer system 1001 includes multiple different modules for performing a variety of tasks. For instance, the assigning module 1010 may dynamically assign a production entity to a product group. Thus, one of production entities 1030 may be assigned to product group 1 (1032A), one or more may be assigned to product group 2 (1032B) and one or more may be assigned to product group 3 (1032C). It will be understood that more or fewer than three product groups may be used. Moreover it will be understood that, at least in some cases, zero production entities may be assigned to a product group. A production entity may include any type of packaging including boxes, cartons, envelopes or other packaging. A product group may be assigned zero production entities based on the production entity's properties. Thus, each product group (1032A-C) may have zero or more production entities.

[00145] As mentioned above, each production entity has an associated set of properties 1031. The properties may include length, width, height, weight, current location, product branding, or other properties. Each product group may be assigned production entities with certain properties. For instance, product group 1 (1032A) may be assigned cartons that are at least 36" long and 24" wide (e.g. "large" boxes), while product group 2 (1032B) may be assigned cartons that are less than 15" long and 10" wide (e.g. "small" boxes). It will be understood that these numbers are arbitrarily chosen, and that substantially any production entity property may be used when assigning production entities to product groups.

[00146] Each product group may belong to a production group (1033A or 1033B). A product group may be assigned to zero production groups if, for example, a user
desires to halt production of that product group for a period of time. As with the product groups, it is clear that while two production groups are shown in Figure 10, more or fewer than two production groups may be used. Each production group may have production machines associated with it (e.g. production machines 1, 2 and 3 (1035A, 1035B and 1035C, respectively). A production group may have zero production machines associated with it if, for example, a user desires to halt production of the assigned product groups for a period of time. These production machines are similar to or the same as packaging production machines 102 described above. The production machines actually make the production entities specified in the product groups.

[00147] The production groups specify per-product-group mix levels for each of their product groups, and use the production machines to produce the production entities of those product groups at the specified mix level. For example, if the production entities of product group 1 (1032A) and product group 2 (1032B) are to be produced at a 1:2 ratio (per the mix level 1034A of production group 1 (1033A)), then production machine 1 will produce two cartons of product group 2 for every one carton of product group 1. This will be explained in further detail below with regard to methods 1100 and 1200 of Figures 11 and 12, respectively.

[00148] In view of the systems and architectures described above, methodologies that may be implemented in accordance with the disclosed subject matter will be better appreciated with reference to the flow charts of Figures 11 and 12. For purposes of simplicity of explanation, the methodologies are shown and described as a series of blocks. However, it should be understood and appreciated that the claimed subject matter is not limited by the order of the blocks, as some blocks may occur in different orders and/or concurrently with other blocks from what is depicted and described herein. Moreover, not all illustrated blocks may be required to implement the methodologies described hereinafter.

[00149] Figure 11 details a flowchart of an exemplary method 1100 for dynamically assigning product groups to production machines using production groups. Method 1100 will be described with respect to the components and data of computer architecture 1000.

[00150] Method 1100 includes an act of dynamically assigning at least one production entity to a product group based on one or more properties for that production entity, wherein the production entity is to be produced using a production
machine (act 1101). For example, assigning module 1010 can dynamically assign zero or more of production entities 1030 to zero or more of product groups 1, 2 and 3 (1032A, 1032B and 1032C, respectively). The production entities may be assigned to different groups based on their properties. For instance, one of the production entity properties 1031 may be brand name. Thus, production entities with Brand Name 1 might go to product group 1. production entities with Brand Name 2 to product group 2, and so on. Other properties may include length, width, height, weight or other properties. In some cases, the production entities may be assigned (via assignment 1011) based on combinations of properties 1031. Thus, for instance, product group 3 may include boxes that have Brand Name 3, are a minimum height of 24" and have a maximum width of 10". This is only one example among substantially any combination of property groupings.

[00151] In some cases, user 1005 may specify (via input 1006) which production entities are to be assigned to which product groups. Additionally or alternatively, production entities may be assigned to product groups according to a predefined policy or by some other indication. Thus, if a policy indicated that production entities 1030 with certain properties 1031 were to go product group 2 (1032B), those production entities may be automatically assigned by the assigning module 1010 according to the established policy.

[00152] Method 1100 next includes an act of dynamically assigning each product group to any of a plurality of different production groups, each production group including any number of production machines that are available to produce production entities for product groups that belong to the assigned production group (act 1102). As mentioned above, production groups may include substantially any number of product groups. As shown in Figure 1, production group 1 (1033A) includes product groups 1 and 2, while production group 2 (1033B) includes product groups 2 and 3. Accordingly, product groups can be part of multiple different production groups.

[00153] The product groups of each production group will be processed by production machines that are associated with that production group. Thus, as production machine 1 (1035A) is associated with production group 1, the production entities of product groups 1 and 2 (1032A and 1032B) will be produced by production machine 1. Similarly, because productions machines 2 and 3 (1035B and 1035C) are associated with production group 2 (1033B), the production entities of product groups...
2 and 3 (1032B and 1032C) will be produced by production machines 2 and 3. Accordingly, the production entities produced by production machine 1 (1030P1) will have properties 1031P1 of either product group 1 or 2, and the production entities produced by production machines 2 and 3 (1030P2 and 1030P3) will have properties (1032P2 and 1032P3) of either product group 2 or 3.

[00154] Method 1100 also includes an act of indicating that at least one production entity is to be produced using at least one of the production machines in the dynamically assigned production group (act 1103). Thus, indicating module 1015 may send an indication 1016 to any of production machines 1, 2 or 3 that one or more production entities are to be produced using the production machine(s) associated with that production group. Accordingly, as in the example above, the indicating module 1015 may indicate to production machine 1 (1035A) that production entities of product groups 1 and/or 2 are to be produced. In some cases, these production entities will be produced at a specified ratio, which will be explained in greater detail below.

[00155] In some cases, when production machines are producing production entities, they may finish producing the production entities for a given product group. For example, if production machines 2 and 3 (1035B and 1035C) are producing production entities for product groups 2 and 3 (1032B and 1032C) and production machine 2 finishes producing production entities for group 2, it may then begin producing production entities for group 3. Alternatively, a new product group may be generated or accessed from another source, and production entities for that new product group may be processed by the production machine that would otherwise be idling. Any newly generated product groups may include production entities with specified properties as indicated, perhaps, by user 1005. Moreover, that new product group may be produced at the same ratio as the previous product group, or may be produced at a different ratio.

[00156] Production machines may also run out of production (e.g. packaging) material for certain production entities. Thus, for example, computer system 1001 may determine that because production machine 1 (1035A) has run out of production material while producing production entities for product group 2 (in some cases, at a specified ratio), production of product group 2's production entities is to be initiated at production machine 2 (1035B) or at some other production machine. In this case, the production ratio may also be maintained or dynamically changed as needed to
make up for production machine 1 running out of material. Producing production entities at a specified ratio will now be discussed in relation to method 1200 of Figure 12.

[00157] Figure 12 illustrates a flowchart of a method 1200 for producing product groups at a specified ratio using production groups. The method 1200 will now be described with frequent reference to the components and data of computer architecture 1000.

[00158] Method 1200 includes an act of dynamically assigning at least one production entity to a product group based on one or more properties for that production entity, wherein the production entity is to be produced using a production machine (act 1201). Thus, for example, assigning module 1010 may dynamically assign production entities 1030 to product groups 1-3 based on the production entities' properties 1031. Each of the production entities will eventually be produced by a production machine, depending on which product group the production entity is assigned to, and which production group the product group is assigned to.

[00159] Method 1200 also includes an act of dynamically assigning each product group to any of a plurality of different production groups, each production group including any number of production machines that are available to produce production entities for product groups that belong to the assigned production group, the production group further including a mix level per product group indicating that production entities are to be produced by product group at a ratio specified in the production group's mix level for that product group (act 1202). As above, each product group can be assigned to any of a number of production groups. Each production group includes a mix level or ratio at which each product group is to be produced. For example, production group 1 (1033A) may include a per-product-group mix level 1034A that indicates that product group 1 (1032A) and product group 2 (1032B) are to be produced at a 2:1 ratio by the production machines associated with that production group (in Figure 1, production machine 1 (1035A)). Thus, production machine 1 would produce two production entities of product group 1 for every one production entity it produced for product group 2. It will be understood that this is merely one example of many different ratios that may be used. The ratio may be specified by a user (e.g. 1005), and may be dynamically updated during production entity production.
[00160] Method 1200 further includes an act of indicating that at least one production entity is to be produced using at least one of the production machines in the dynamically assigned production group according to the ratio specified by the product group's mix level in that production group (act 1203). Indicating module 1015 may send indications 1016 to the production machines that are to produce the specified product groups. Thus, if production entities for product groups 2 and 3 (1032B and 1032C) are to be produced at production machines 2 and 3 (1035B and 1035C) according to a mix level 1034B of 1:3 (as indicated in production group 2 (1033B)), the indications 1016 may be sent to production machines 2 and 3 to begin production at the rate of one production entity for product group 2 for every three production entities of group 3. The production group will produce production entities at the per-product-group mix level 1034B unless otherwise specified. In some cases, the mix level may be updated upon receiving an indication of a higher priority order has come in, and that the higher priority production entities are to be produced at a higher rate.

[00161] Figure 13 illustrates two different examples of how production entities may be produced using specified ratios. As above, production entities (i.e. packaging) in a queue 1301 are grouped based on production entity properties (1302). They may be grouped into substantially any number of groups, but here they are grouped into three groups: product group 1 (1303A), product group 2 (1303B) and product group 3 (1303C). Product groups 1 and 2 are assigned to production group 1 (1304A), and product groups 2 and 3 are assigned to production group 2 (1304B). The per-product-group ratio specified for production group 1 is 75% of the production entities produced are for group 2, and 25% of the production entities produced are for group 1. Production machines 1 and 2 (1307A and 1307B) will then produce the production entities 1308 at a rate of three production entities from group 2 (1303B) per one production entity from group 1 (1303A). The per-product-group ratio specified for production group 2 is 60% of the production entities produced are for group 3, and 40% of the production entities produced are for group 2. Production machines 3 and 4 (1307C and 1307D) will then produce the production entities 1309 at a rate of three production entities from product group 3 (1303C) per two production entities from product group 2 (1303B). These examples are merely two of many different examples, and are provided for illustrative purposes only.
[00162] The ratio monitoring 1020 of computer system 1001 may be used to monitor the production of production entities from the various production groups, and may ensure that each per-product-group mix level is being maintained across the various production machines. In some embodiments, the ratio monitoring module 1020 may determine that a specified production ratio is not being met because a first product group is being produced at a higher rate than a second product group (optional act 1204). For example, the ratio monitoring module may determine that production entities for product groups 2 and 3 are not being produced at the per-product-group mix level 1034B specified for those product groups. The production management module 1025 may then increase or decrease the number of production entities produced for a certain product group to realign the established ratio (optional act 1205). Thus, using the ratio monitoring module 1020 and the production management module 1025, the computer system 1001 may continually monitor production entity production and ensure that production entities are produced at the proper ratio.

[00163] In one embodiment, the computer system 1001 may determine that, for example, production machine 2 (1035B) has finished producing production entities for product group 2 (1032B) at the ratio indicated in the first product group's corresponding production group. The indicating module 1015 may then be used to initiate production at production machine 2 of another specified product group (e.g. product group 3) and start at the ratio indicated in the second product group's corresponding production group. Thus, in this case, the production entities of product group 3 would be produced at the same ratio at which the production entities of product group 2 were being produced before production finished.

[00164] The production management module 1025 may also determine, at any point during production, that another production machine within a specified production group is better equipped to produce a specified product group based on the properties of the production entities currently in the product group. For instance, if, for example, production machine 2 was better (i.e. more efficient) at producing large boxes, while production machine 3 was better at producing small boxes, production may be shifted from one machine to another based on which machine was best equipped to produce the production entities. Thus, in the above example, if production machine 3 had been producing large boxes, and it was determined that production machine 2 was available, production of the large boxes would be shifted to production
machine 2. Any existing per-product-group mix level 1034B would be maintained after the switch. Thus, production machine 3 would begin producing the production entities that production machine 2 was working on, at the ratio specified in the per-product-group mix level.

[00165] In some cases, the ratio monitoring module 1020 may determine that a production group's mix level is no longer being met for a specified product group. Thus, in Figure 13, if production machines 1 and 2 (1307A and 1307B) are no longer producing production entities from product groups 1 and 2 (1303A and 1303B) at a 1:3 ratio (because, for example, production machine 1 ran out of material or finished a specified number of production entities), a new product group may be produced at production machine 1 at the previously specified ratio of 1:3. Thus, one production entity from the new production group would be produced for every three of production group 2 (1303B). In this example, production machine 1 may be idling for some time before a new product group is added. In order to maintain the ratio, production machine 1 may attempt to produce a large number of production entities for the new product group to realign the production ratio. In such cases, production of the new product group may be limited to a specified number when realigning the ratio. Thus, regardless of the amount of time that passed while machine 1 was idling, the time spent realigning the ratio may be limited to a specified number of production entities.

[00166] Still further, in another example, the ratio monitoring module 1020 may determine that a product group (e.g. product group 3 (1032C)) has run out of production entities to produce. As such, production entities for product group 3 are not produced for a period of time. Upon completion of that period of time, the computer system 1001 may determine that product group 3's production entities are to be produced again. In such cases, the previously specified mix level for product group 3's production entities will be maintained, without attempting to make up for the production entities that were skipped while the product group was out of production entities. Any skipped production entities may still be counted in the ratio. Thus, when production entities are again added to the production group, the ratio monitoring module will still show that the production ratio is being maintained.

[00167] In some embodiments, a substitute product group may be designated for another product group. For example, product group 3 (1032C) may be designated as a substitute product group for product group 2 (1032B). In such cases, production
entities may be produced for the designated substitute production group (group 3) in lieu of production entities for the other group (group 2). When production entities are produced for the substitute group (group 3), the production entities are counted in the mix level as being production entities of the other product group (group 2). Thus, product groups may be substituted in to maintain a production ratio. The production ratio may thus be maintained in a variety of different ways, including providing substitute groups, counting skipped production entities, and limiting production entities produced during realignment. The production ratio may also be changed during production in cases where such is desirable.

In some cases, production entity properties (or even property values) may be prioritized over other properties. As such, production entities with those properties will be produced with at a higher priority level than other production entities. For example, if production entities had properties of Brand Name 1, Brand Name 2 and Brand Name 3, and if brand names 1 and 2 were prioritized over 3, production entities having Brand Name 1 and Brand Name 2 properties would be produced at the specified mix level, while production entities with the Brand Name 3 property would be skipped. When production entities are skipped due to an established priority, at least in some cases, the established mix level is not realigned to compensate for the prioritization. Still further, similar to prioritizing certain production entity properties, production may be halted (temporarily or permanently) for production entities with a specified property or property value.

Accordingly, methods, systems and computer program products are described which dynamically assign product groups to production machines using production groups. Moreover, methods, systems and computer program products are described which produce product groups at a specified ratio using production groups.

The present invention may be embodied in other specific forms without departing from its spirit or essential characteristics. The described embodiments are to be considered in all respects only as illustrative and not restrictive. The scope of the invention is, therefore, indicated by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing description. All changes which come within the meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their scope.
We claim:

1. A computer system comprising the following:
   one or more processors;
   system memory;
   one or more computer-readable storage media having stored thereon
   computer-executable instructions that, when executed by the one or more processors,
   causes the computing system to perform a method for dynamically assigning product
   groups to production machines using production groups, the method comprising the
   following:

   an act of dynamically assigning at least one production entity to a
   product group based on one or more properties for that production entity,
   wherein the production entity is to be produced using a production machine;

   an act of dynamically assigning each product group to any of a
   plurality of different production groups, each production group including any
   of a plurality of production machines that are available to produce production
   entities for product groups that belong to the assigned production group; and

   an act of indicating that at least one production entity is to be produced
   using at least one of the production machines in the dynamically assigned
   production group.

2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the specified number of
   production entities is produced using at least one of the production machines in the
   dynamically assigned production group.

3. The computer system of claim 2, wherein the specified number of
   production entities is based on an indicated mix level corresponding to a production
   group.

4. The computer system of claim 3, wherein the mix level for the
   production group specifies a ratio in which the production entities of the product
   groups are to be produced by the production machines of the production group.
5. The computer system of claim 4, further comprising:

an act of determining that a first production machine of the one or more production machines has finished producing a first specified product group at the ratio indicated in the first product group's corresponding production group; and

an act of initiating production at the first production machine of a second specified product group start at the ratio indicated in the second product group's corresponding production group.

6. The computer system of claim 5, wherein upon determining that the first production machine has finished producing the product entities of the first specified product group, a new product group is dynamically generated, the dynamically generated product group including production entities with one or more specified production entity properties.

7. The computer system of claim 6, wherein the dynamically generated product group is produced at the same ratio as the first product group.

8. The computer system of claim 4, wherein one or more production entity properties are given priority such that production entities that include the prioritized production entity properties are produced at the exclusion of production entities that do not include the prioritized production entity properties, and wherein prioritized production entities belonging to multiple product groups are produced with the established mix level and wherein production entities that are not prioritized are skipped.

9. The computer system of claim 5, wherein upon determining that the first production machine has finished producing the production entities of the first specified product group, performing an act of skipping production for the first product group.

10. The computer system of claim 9, wherein the first specified product group that was skipped is still counted in the ratio specified by the first product group's corresponding production group.
11. The computer system of claim 4, further comprising:

an act of determining that a first production machine of the any of a plurality of production machines has run out of material that is suited for producing a first specified product group at the ratio indicated in the first product group's corresponding production group; and

an act of initiating production at a second production machine of the one or more production machines at the ratio indicated in the first product group's corresponding production group.

12. The computer system of claim 4, wherein the ratio is dynamically changeable during production entity production at the at least one production machine.

13. A computer system comprising the following:

one or more processors;

system memory;

one or more computer-readable storage media having stored thereon computer-executable instructions that, when executed by the one or more processors, causes the computing system to perform a method for producing product groups at a specified ratio using production groups, the method comprising the following:

an act of dynamically assigning at least one production entity to a product group based on one or more properties for that production entity, wherein the production entity is to be produced using a production machine;

an act of dynamically assigning each product group to any of a plurality of different production groups, each production group including any of a plurality of production machines that are available to produce production entities for product groups that belong to the assigned production group, the production group further including a mix level per product group indicating that production entities are to be produced by product group at a ratio specified in the production group's mix level for that product group; and

an act of indicating that at least one production entity is to be produced using at least one of the production machines in the dynamically assigned production group according to the ratio specified by the product group's mix level in that production group.
14. The computer system of claim 13, further comprising:
an act of determining that a second, different production machine within the production group is better equipped to produce a specified product group based on the properties of the production entities assigned to the product group; and
an act of indicating that production entities for the specified product group are to be produced at the second, different production machine.

15. The computer system of claim 14, further comprising:
an act of determining that the production group's mix level is no longer being met for the specified product group; and
an act of indicating that a second, different product group is to be produced at the production machine on which the specified product group was being produced to realign the specified mix level.

16. The computer system of claim 15, wherein production of the second, different product group is limited to a specified number when realigning the specified mix level.

17. The computer system of claim 13, further comprising:
an act of determining that at least one product group has run out of production entities to produce, such that production entities for the product group are not produced for a period of time;
an act of determining that, upon completion of the period of time, the product group's production entities are to be produced; and
an act of maintaining the previously specified mix level for the product group's production entities, without attempting to make up for the skipped production entities.

18. The computer system of claim 13, further comprising:
an act of designating a substitute product group for a specified product group; and
an act of producing one or more production entities of the designated substitute production group in lieu of production entities for the specified group, wherein the production entities of the designated substitute product group are counted in the mix level as being production entities of the specified product group.
19. A computer system comprising the following:
one or more processors;
system memory;
one or more computer-readable storage media having stored thereon computer-executable instructions that, when executed by the one or more processors, causes the computing system to perform a method for producing product groups at a specified ratio using production groups, the method comprising the following:
an act of determining one or more production entity properties for at least one production entity that is to be produced using a production machine;
an act of dynamically assigning the at least one production entity to one or more product groups based on the at least one production entity's determined production entity properties;
an act of dynamically assigning each product group to any of a plurality of different production groups, each production group including any of a plurality of production machines that are available to produce production entities for product groups that belong to the assigned production group, the production group further including a mix level indicating that production entities are to be produced by product group at a ratio specified in the production group's mix level;
an act of indicating that a specified number of production entities are to be produced using at least one of the production machines in the dynamically assigned production group according to the ratio specified by the mix level for that production group;
an act of determining that the specified ratio is not being met because a first product group is being produced at a higher rate than a second product group; and
an act of increasing the number of production entities produced for the second product group to realign the established ratio.
20. The computer system of claim 19, wherein the number of production entities produced for the second product group is decreased upon determining that the specified ratio is now being met.
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### Table 301: Packaging Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Groups</th>
<th>Aesthetics</th>
<th>Labor</th>
<th>Prod. Cap.</th>
<th>Ass'y Mat'l</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>Protection</th>
<th>Preference</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Restrictions</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DG_1 MD_1</td>
<td>Expand To Review</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>$0.12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Max Dimension = 34 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG_2 MD_2</td>
<td>Expand To Review</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>$0.11</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Only Prod. Machine 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG_3 MD_3</td>
<td>Expand To Review</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>$0.09</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD_1</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>$0.16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD_2</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>$0.16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Max L/W Ratio = 7:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD_3</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>$0.14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Nat'l Thickness &lt;= .375 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD_4</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Nat'l Thickness &lt;= .375 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD_5</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>$0.12</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD_6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two Piece Templates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD_7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3**
### Fig. 5A

**PACKAGING MATERIALS TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Width (in.)</th>
<th>Thickness (in.)</th>
<th>Quantity (in.²)</th>
<th>Cost (per ft.³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>65000</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>120000</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>120000</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>95000</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>51000</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>47000</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fig. 5B

**MACHINE DATA TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>Cost (per sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M102</td>
<td>$0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>$0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>$0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.B.N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.D.N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 6

User/Operator

601 Define Design Groups
602 Set-Up Hierarchy Within Design Groups
605 Set-up Additional Information
606 Input Job Specific Information
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User And/Or Computing System

603 Assign Restrictions / Constraints
604 Assign Preferences / Priorities / Costs

Computing System

608 Identify Approved Design Solutions
609 Calculate Material Cost
610 Assign Preferences Score
611 Combine Pref. Score And Material Cost
612 Identify Top Solutions
613 Simulate Production Time
614 Combine Prod. Time With Pref. Score And Mat'l Cost
615 Eliminate Doublets
616 Identify Top Solutions
617 Select Design For Production
Top Solution

Template Footprint:
- Length: 52 in.
- Width: 46 in.
- Area: 2,392 sq. in.
- Total Material Cost: $0.33
- Production Time: 3.5 sec
- Assembly/Closing Cost: $0.11
- Total Score: 2.148

Other Top Solutions

Additional Details

CONTINUE

OVERIDE SELECTION

Fig. 7
Access Item Data Identifying A Plurality Of Items That Are To Be Packaged

Determine Packaging Requirements For Each Of The Plurality Of Items

Select A Pair Of Box Sizes For Tiled Production At A Packaging Production Machine, The Pair Of Box Sizes Including A First Box Size For Packaging A First One Or More Items In The Plurality Of Items And Including A Second Box Size For Packaging A Second One Or More Items In The Plurality Of Items, The Pair Of Box Sizes Satisfying The Packaging Requirements For The First One Or More Items And Second One Or More Items, The Packaging Production Machine Selected From Among The One Or More Packaging Production Machines, Including:

At A Specified Time, Collectively Analyze (a) The Packaging Requirements For Each Of The Plurality Of Items, (b) The Packing System Characteristics, And (c) The Packaging Machine Characteristics For Each Of The One Or More Packaging Production Machines

Determine How To Allocate Box Production To The One Or More Packaging Production Machines For A Period Of Time Based On The Collective Analysis, Including:

Match The Pair Of Box Sizes To The Packaging Production Machine Based On The Collective Analysis:

(To Figure #907)

Fig. 9
Generate Box Production Instructions In Response To The Selection, The Box Production Instructions Indicating How To Tile Production Of A Box Of The First Box Size With A Box Of The Second Box Size At The Packaging Production Machine

Send The Box Production Instructions To The Packaging Production Machine

Fig. 9
(Continued)
Dynamically Assigning At Least One Production Entity To A Product Group Based On One Or More Properties For That Production Entity, Wherein The Production Entity Is To Be Produced Using A Production Machine

Dynamically Assigning Each Product Group To Any Of A Plurality Of Different Sequence Groups, Each Sequence Group Including One Or More Production Machines That Are Available To Produce Production Entities For Product Groups That Belong To The Assigned Sequence Group

Indicating That At Least One Production Entity Is To Be Produced Using At Least One Of The Production Machines In The Dynamically Assigned Sequence Group

**Fig. 11**
Dynamically Assigning At Least One Production Entity To A Product Group Based On One Or More Properties For That Production Entity, Wherein The Production Entity Is To Be Produced Using A Production Machine

Dynamically Assigning Each Product Group To Any Of A Plurality Of Different Sequence Groups, Each Sequence Group Including One Or More Production Machines That Are Available To Produce Production Entities For Product Groups That Belong To The Assigned Sequence Group, The Sequence Group Further Including A Mix Level Per Product Group Indicating That Production Entities Are To Be Produced By Product Group At A Ratio Specified In The Sequence Group's Mix Level For That Product Group

Indicating That At Least One Production Entity Is To Be Produced Using At Least One Of The Production Machines In The Dynamically Assigned Sequence Group According To The Ratio Specified By The Product Group's Mix Level In That Sequence Group

Determining That The Specified Ratio Is Not Being Met Because A First Production Entity Group Is Being Produced At A Higher Rate Than A Second Production Entity Group

Increasing The Number Of Production Entities Produced For The Second Production Entity Group To Realign The Established Ratio
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